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History, criticism and biography all mirrored the cultural
rediscovery of America, A wide audience followed James
Truslow Adams in his Epic of America (1931), Charles A.
and Mary R. Beard in their America in Midpassage (1939)
and Frederick L. Allen and Mark Sullivan who also recalled
and savored the nation's recent past. Helping to round out
the picture were such professional studies as Frank Luther
Motfs A History of American Magazines in three volumes
(1930-1938), Charles M. Andrews's The Colonial Period
of American History in four volumes (1934-1938), Ralph
HL Gabriel's The Course of American Democratic Thought
(1940) and Marcus Lee Hansen's The Atlantic Migration
(1940). Margaret Leech's lively picture of the nation's cap-
ital in its greatest ordeal, Reveille in Washington (1941),
caught the popular fancy, while Paul H. Buck's The Road to
Reunion (1937) in more scholarly vein told the aftermath
of that struggle. In 1934 Congress created the National
Archives to preserve federal records deserving permanent care.
Housed in a handsome building completed by 1937, it hence-
forth became an indispensable workshop for many aspects of
American studies.
Van Wyck Brooks in deft poetic vignettes described the
literary past in The Flowering of New England (1936)
and New England: Indian Summer (1940), a region whose
charm, even with gently satiric overtones, multiplied the
readers of George Santayana's novel The Last Puritan
(1936) and J. P. Marquand's The Late George Apley
(1937). Brooks, once the analyst of damaged souls crushed
by the philistinism of American life, now extolled its new-
found beauty and significance, and in Opinions of Oliver
Allston (1941) lashed the coterie of despair. With subtler
criticism F. O. Matthiessen in American Renaissance (1941)
examined the creative spirit of the 1850*s, while such vig-
orous and salty books as Constance Rourke's American
curable exile, whose brooding over usury, Western capitalism and social credit
led him to espouse the fascism of his adopted Italy.

